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Post Mill Appeal – Issues concerning the Sewerage in Fressingfield
Appeal Reference APP/W3520/W/21/3266951

I am writing as a member of SAFE (Supporters Against Fressingfield Expansion) who has made a
particular study of the ongoing sewerage problems in Fressingfield. This has involved communicating
and meeting with many agencies over several years.
The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate the ongoing problems which have not been resolved
despite continuing investigation. I believe there is significant evidence that further development will
exacerbate the situation.

Sewage Egress in Fressingfield
The important policies regarding the sewerage issues from the Fressingfield NDP made in March
2020 are FRES 3: FRES 11. Local Plan policies FC 1.1 and CS4. Also paragraphs 163,165 and 180 of
the NPPF.
History
Until 1946 the Beck (small stream) adjacent to Low Road acted as an open sewer. In 1939 there were
plans to create a closed sewerage system, but this was deferred until 1946 because of WW2.
The first recorded episodes of sewage egress was in 1985 when Mr. Norman Reynolds of Low Road
Fressingfield wrote to our then MP Mr. Michael Lord on two counts
●
●

Surcharging of the sewerage by the lifting of the manhole covers in Low Road/Cratfield
Road once or twice a year
Overtopping of The Beck adjacent to Low Road occurring twice a year

Mr. Lord was in contact with the Mid Suffolk technical Department and Anglian Water (Mr. Peter
Bray). The Mid Suffolk response found that there was no remedy. In any event any changes would be
very expensive and the expenditure could not be justified. (L.W Brown -June 1985)
Anglian Water made it clear that Mid Suffolk acted as agents for Anglian Water, but it was noted that
flooding from a foul sewer has a high priority. Michael Lord replied “I hope this problem is resolved
as quickly as possible “. It is now 36 years on and the problem is not resolved and is getting worse!
Responsibility for the sewerage was originally with the County Council. Anglian Water subsequently
took over responsibility for the sewerage in Fressingfield in around August 1989. It originally acted as
a combined sewer and some houses continue to discharge surface water into the sewer. After Anglian
Water assumed responsibility, it was redesignated as a “foul only sewer.” How, when and why this
change occurred is not clear, despite our submitting FOI requests to Suffolk County Council and to
Anglian Water. (Environmental Information Regulations Anglian Water 12 March 21) Investigations
via OFWAT and other agencies continue.
Current Situation
Sewage egress is becoming more frequent. In the last three years there have been 18 separate
episodes. During each episode there is egress of raw sewage, sanitary products and toilet paper. It is
extensively dissipated along roadways, footways and residents’ gardens. It can be foul smelling.
During each event between 2 and 7 manhole covers are lifted. The duration of the flow varies between
4 and 28 hours. Approximately 50% of episodes lasting more than 10 hours.
(some examples are shown on the next two pages)
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Sewage Overflows in Fressingfield

2nd April 2019

1st October 2019

6th October 2019

27th November 2019

20th December 2019

25th September 2020

15th November 2020
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23rd December 2020

4th and 5th December 2020

6th January 2021

14th, 28th and 29th January 2021
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Clean up teams from Anglian Water are usually required. The precipitating causes can be heavy
rainfall, but occasionally slow persistent rain can be the catalyst. The frequency of egress is becoming
more frequent possibly due to increased amount of building, climate change, or both.
Highway Drainage in Low Road/Cratfield Road
The sewer runs under the middle of the road at the highest point of the camber and this is where the
manhole covers are generally situated. The highway drains are in the gutter on the north side of the
road and drain directly into the waterway called the Beck. Egress from the sewer therefore discharges
directly into the Beck This small stream eventually joins the river Waveney. The Beck supports a
variety of wildlife – sticklebacks, other small fish, aquatic insects, mallard, moorhen, and the
occasional kingfisher. Until two years ago water voles were present.
The Environment Agency is notified of the sewage egress events and “Agree that unpermitted
discharges are not acceptable.” (Tim Prior, Environment Agency 10 February 2020) We have now
reported 14 episodes to the Environment Agency. The Agency comment (Emily Burns November
2020) “therefore the general trend is increasing”. The Planning Officer’s Report for the first Post Mill
hearing on 21 November 2018 states “an equivalent amount of rainfall post development completion
will increase the risk and quantity of flooding. This flooding is also likely to contain increased levels
of foul sewage.” (Para 4.13.9)
Health
This is a serious health hazard. On 11 May 2018 Dr. Abdul Razaq, the then Director of Public Health
at Suffolk County Council wrote,” I would agree that the situation relating to sewage leaks is not
acceptable and unpleasant. The legal powers sit with the Environmental Health Departments and so I
have ensured that MSDC know of your concerns. I have informed Public Health England.” He went
on to give practical advice if villagers are contaminated to reduce the risks of illness developing
(Daisy Akers . April 2018).
Faeces contain a wide variety of pathological bacteria, including pathogenic E.Coli, Salmonella,and
Shigella. Parasites such as Giardia and viruses like hepatitis A and E, norovirus, and rotavirus are also
contained and can cause serious illness. CV19 is shed into faeces, but so far infective material has not
been shown in waste water. However, much work remains to be done.
The Senior Planning Officer’s Report for the November 2018 Committee to decide the Application
stated, “It seems ridiculous and completely unacceptable to expect local people to endure what at
times looks and smells like a medieval living environment. (Para 4.13.11). The Application was
refused and went to Appeal in March 2019. Considerable concern was expressed by the Parish
Council, residents and SAFE to the Inspector regarding repeated episodes of sewage egress in the
village.
Inspector’s Report
The Inspector’s Report read as follows: “The Council and residents have raised objections to the proposal stating that the proposed
development would exacerbate the existing flooding and pollution problem in the village as a result of
adding further foul water to the existing system which already floods during periods of heavy rainfall.
However, Anglian Water, raises no objection to the proposal subject to a condition requiring
compliance with the agreed drainage strategy. This response from the relevant drainage authority
confirms that the development would not cause harm to the capacity of the sewer system, and I have
no reason to take a different view from their professional advice.
As such, I find that the proposed development would not exacerbate the existing flooding and
pollution problem in the village during periods of heavy rainfall .In this respect, the proposal would
not conflict with paragraphs 163 and 180 of the Framework which amongst other things, seeks to
ensure that flood risk is not increased elsewhere and that the new development is appropriate for its
location taking into account the likely effects( including the cumulative effects) of pollution on health,
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living conditions and the natural environment, as well as the potential sensitivity or the wider area to
impacts that could arise from the development. “
The Inspector’s position on the previous Post Mill Appeal did not give weight to a wealth of evidence
highlighting the capacity problems within the sewerage. He relied solely on the statement made by
Anglian Water, a non-statutory consultee and a private company with a financial interest in expanding
their customer base. I remain unconvinced by the argument put forward by Anglian Water that they
have capacity for more development and the weight afforded to the statement by the Inspector. An
assessment by the Inspector will, of necessity, be subjective. However, as time has gone by after the
Appeal increasing objective evidence (not available to the Inspector) has demonstrated that the
sewerage in Fressingfield has insufficient functional capacity at present and certainly cannot sustain
more stress on it. Since the Inspector’s report in September 2019 there have been a further 14
incidents of sewage egress. ( see Fressingfieldhousing.org ) The sewerage, even at present, is not fit
for purpose and a further 53 houses have been approved, but not yet built.
Things have moved on further since the Report by the Inspector.
The CEO of Anglian Water has confirmed that the system is “overwhelmed “at times. (Peter Simpson
CEO Anglian Water November 2019). At a recent Planning Committee hearing (Committee A 3rd
March 2021) relating to another application in Fressingfield, (DC/19/05740) the Chair considered the
Anglian Water approach to be untenable and asked that if their opinion remained unchanged, they
should be asked to appear before the Planning Committee when considering future applications in
Fressingfield and be questioned on their position.
A recent communication (30th April 2021) from the CEO confirmed that the situation in Fressingfield
is being investigated and data from the flow monitoring loggers is constantly being reviewed. A
private sewer issue has been brought to light and further investigation is underway. Despite previous
CCTV examinations being reportedly normal a section of partial collapse has now been identified.
All of this demonstrates that the Anglian Water position should have been questioned further by the
Inspector. Even now it is not clear whether correction of these shown defects will improve the
situation with regard to sewage egress. It does, however, support the view that the sewerage is
defective.
Sewerage at Post Mill and Pump Telemetry
The developer has inferred that telemetry will help reduce sewage egress.
The sewage from the existing houses in Post Mill goes to the onsite pump in the Post Mill complex.
(Hannah Wilson, Anglian Water January 2021). This pump forces the sewage uphill to New Street.
This is not a mitigation system and will not control sewage egress in other parts of the village.
Telemetry is used here to transfer information concerning pump function and malfunction to a central
monitoring station (as is the case with all Anglian Water owned pumping systems.) The monitoring is
to protect the immediate environment at Post Mill and specifically to prevent foul water backing up
into the sinks and toilets of the Post Mill residents. This problem occurred in the early days of the
development when the pump was privately owned. Poor maintenance was cited as the reason for the
problems.
Hannah Wilson (Anglian Water) confirms that there is no change in the function of the Post Mill
pump during flood events, confirming that it does not have a mitigation role (Hannah Wilson 15th
January 2021).

Telemetry Systems for the Mitigation of Sewage Egress.
Systems have been designed to have large underground storage when there is excessive foul water in a
closed system. Distant sensors in the sewer can detect that the system is reaching capacity and
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imminent sewage egress is likely. Messages are then sent to the storage system to close down the
system and prevent distal flow thereby preventing egress. In Fressingfield the storage area would be in
the upper part of the village and the trigger sensors would be in the Low Road/Cratfield Road area.
Even these systems are not fool-proof. Foul water is generally not stored for more than 10 hours.
More than 50% of the sewage egress events in Fressingfield last more than 10 hours. Septicity sets in
after 10 hours and the foul sewage would need to be treated with sodium nitrate or calcium nitrate. In
the storage area a weir would be required. If the valves fail in the closed position foul sewage will
eventually spill over the weir. None of these mitigation measures are proposed for the Post Mill
Application.
Waste Water Treatment
Fressingfield sewage is pumped along the Weybread Straight and is treated at the waste water
treatment plant in Weybread. It has always been claimed that there is adequate capacity at the plant
and the pipework to it. However, I note in application DC/17/06326 that increased capacity will be
required at the facility to accommodate the approved Weybread development of 80 houses.
Presumably any development at Fressingfield will impact upon this.
Anglian Water do not recommend additional storage or up-sizing of their assets relating to the Post
Mill development. This is because larger pipework would slow the flow of sewage under normal
conditions and result in odour and blockages. Neither are they recommending any telemetry
mitigation system (Peter Simpson, CEO Anglian Water December 2020),”as it would not address the
root cause of the flooding you have experienced, as discussed previously this is caused by surface
water entering the foul network”. Surface water includes water from roof drainage and hard
landscaping.
Private Treatment plants would require a permit from the Environment Agency. They do not normally
give approval if the site is in close proximity to a public foul sewer network
Sewerage Route from Post Mill to Low Road.
Sewage from the proposed houses in Post Mill will go to the onsite pumping station, previously
described. From here it is pumped uphill the short distance to New Street where it joins the sewer
flowing to Jubilee Corner. It then flows down Church Hill where the sewer is stepped to slow the
flow. At the bottom of Church Hill, it joins a short run from Cratfield Road and runs along Low Road
towards the War Memorial in a 150mm pipe. At this point it joins a sewer (also 150mm) coming from
the John Shepherd development. There is then a short run from this point in a 225mm pipe to the
pump which pushes the sewage along Harleston hill to the treatment plant at One Eyed Lane in
Weybread.
At a meeting held on 12 October 2018 it was agreed by Anglian Water that the pressure in the pipe
coming down the hill from the John Shepherd development would be at a higher pressure than in the
Low Road sewer due to gravity. This could impede the flow in Low Road or cause back-pressure.
Cumulative Effects
53 houses have Outline Approval, but are not yet built, primarily at Red House Farm (28 houses) and
School Lane. (18 houses). There is also a nearly completed large Baptist Chapel/social centre at
School Lane. All of these developments will add foul water to the system prior to it descending
Church Hill Road into the Low Road sewer adding significantly to the volume of foul water.
Enlargement of Post Mill by 18 houses will add waste water from a further 50 people into an already
“overwhelmed” system eventually reaching Low Road.
80 houses that already have outline approval at Weybread will join sewerage from Fressingfield along
the Weybread Straight before reaching the treatment plant.
Causes of Sewage Egress
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The sewer is designated as a foul only sewer by Anglian Water. Current legislation (The National
Planning Practice Guidance- The Hierarchy of Drainage) only allows surface water connections to a
foul sewer in exceptional situations. Surface water is required to be disposed of through Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDs). This is the situation at Post Mill and a SuDs for dealing with surface water
has been proposed. Although the proposal has many short comings, of its self, it will not aggravate
the sewage egress situation. However, more houses at Post Mill will produce more sewage and will
increase sewage egress because of capacity problems.
Currently, the cause of the sewage egress is believed to be due to pre-existing surface water
connections made in the past.
At present 341 properties, out of a total of 441 are charged by Anglian Water for the disposal of
surface water via the “foul only“sewer. It is de facto acting as a combined sewer. This is confirmed in
a letter from the CEO of Anglian Water (3rd July 2020), “In my letter to you, my reference to the
sewer taking combined flows was an acknowledgement of the fact that the system reacts to rainfall
and accordingly associated surface/ground water must be entering the sewer. This is a statement of
function rather than title.”
At the meeting held on 12th October 2018 with Anglian Water it was agreed that the sewer was
overloaded at times of heavy rainfall due to some dwellings discharging their surface water into the
sewer. Historical connections of surface water directly into the foul sewer were permitted at the time
and no resident can now be forced to remove such connections. It is not known precisely how many
houses have surface water connections and identification is difficult. (One is entitled to assume that it
is at least 341 homes.)
The problem cannot easily be solved because to increase the diameter of the pipework would reduce
the flows in “normal” conditions to such a level as to produce odours and blockages. If the manholes
were sealed there would be back-flow into people’s toilets, sinks and baths. Anglian Water are not
funded to invest in the laying of storm pipes. There appears, to date, to be no deliverable solution.
With more properties being connected to the sewer “spare” capacity will be taken up and the “tipping
point” for egress of sewage will be lower ie there will be less capacity for surface water than at
present. The functional capacity of the sewer decreases. More sewage means more flooding.
As well as the increased building, climate change could be another factor which will worsen the
situation. It is more likely that extreme weather events will increase and the sewage system will be
stressed more frequently.
The Environment Agency has noted that the contamination of the Beck is increasing in frequency.
CCTV Investigations
Another possible cause of surface water entering the closed “foul” system would be fracturing of the
pipework allowing ingress of water into the system. CCTV surveys have been undertaken 3 times in
the last 18 months. No major defects have been found in the system. However, a recent further CCTV
investigation has shown a partial collapse of a section of pipework near Furzehill, Gull Street.
However, this is proximal to Low Road and it will have no effect on the elevation of manhole covers
in Low Road. Indeed, repair will increase the flow of sewage into the lower part of the system which
is in Low Road.

Anglian Water Position (AW)
With every Planning Application in Fressingfield to date AW have stated that there is capacity in the
sewer to accommodate more foul sewage and as such is not a contraindication to building more
houses and connecting them to the sewerage. Their assertions are based on theoretical desktop
modelling. Essentially Anglian Water make the assessment as to whether their sewerage has capacity
to take the additional flow. This assessment is based on Dry Weather Flow conditions. Dry Weather
Flow is the expected amount of sewage which enters their system and treatment works during a period
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without rain. This therefore does not take account of surface water ingress which reduces the overall
capacity during wet weather, as is the case of Fressingfield. Direct questioning of Luke Crump from
AW casts doubts on the robustness of this modelling (Meeting 12.10.18) Without knowing the amount
of surface water entering the system from historical connections it is impossible to know the starting
point in terms of capacity. It was also stated that desktop modelling did not factor in exceptional storm
events.
The AW position is that surface water should not be in the sewerage as it is a foul only system. As
such it is not their problem. This obviously has not always been the situation and as yet we have not
been able to establish when and why it took on the role of being “foul only”. It is de facto acting as a
combined sewer. It does not have the functional capacity to accommodate more foul sewage from new
developments. In reality the system is often at capacity and overflows. Peter Simpson, the CEO of
Anglian Water agrees that the system is “overwhelmed “at times. More sewage from more houses
with the same amount of rain water will result in more flooding more frequently.
Anglian Water widely accept that there is a practical problem as evidenced by their co-operating with
the Parish Council working group on drainage and sewage. They accept that there are historical
surface water connections to their assets, but other than to undertake individual dye tests on a
house-by-house basis the numbers involved are unknown. House owners would be under no legal
obligation to co-operate and should historical connections be found AW have no powers to enforce the
removal of such connections and any cost of an alternative disposal method would fall to the house
owner. Currently Anglian Water are investigating the problem by measuring flows at various points of
the system – results are awaited. Why would Anglian Water be doing this if there is adequate
capacity?
Surface Water flooding
Surface water flooding in Fressingfield is now recognised to be multifactorial and results from a range
of issues, including sewage overflow. Fressingfield is built on Lowestoft clay which is relatively
impervious and has high run-off rates. The surface water accumulates in Low Road because of the
topography as it sits at the base of hills in all directions. Significant highway flooding occurs roughly
twice a year. Highway flooding is not necessary for sewage overflow, which in any event is far more
common. It is recognised that the proposed Post Mill development will not aggravate this.
Other causes of highway flooding are sewage overflow which has been discussed in detail, and the
overtopping of the Beck. As the sewage egress drains directly into the Beck it also contributes to the
cause of highway flooding. The additional sewage from Post Mill will contribute to this.
The Critical Question
The Inspector expressed the view that the proposed development would not exacerbate the
existing flooding and pollution problems in the village. We disagree and present more recent
evidence to support our view.
We have documented serious deficiencies in the sewerage which seemingly cannot be resolved at
this time. The critical question is whether more development will worsen the situation
particularly of sewage egress.
The Fressingfield system defined as a closed system with a finite capacity. Anglian Water accept
that the system is overwhelmed at times due it being full of sewage and surface water, resulting
in overflow. At present the surface water already present cannot be restricted or reduced. The
current worsening situation is due to increased building and climate change. More houses result
in more foul sewage entering the system occupying an increased percentage of the finite capacity
of the sewerage. Even if the surface water component remains constant more foul water will
mean more sewage egress with a more concentrated foul water content.
All of the evidence shows that increased sewage from more building will worsen the situation for
the villagers of Fressingfield. This view is supported in a letter from the Environment Agency
on 12 April 2021. “I understand and echo your concerns that additional flows in the sewer from
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additional houses could potentially cause more of an environment impact on the Beck if the
sewer was to continue to overflow in wet weather.” (Yolanda Rankin)

Summary
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

The sewerage in Fressingfield has limited functional capacity. It is classified by Anglian
Water as a foul only sewer, but de facto it functions as a combined sewer
The sewerage is frequently (18 times in three years) “overwhelmed” with egress of sewage
onto highways, footways and villagers’ gardens
It is unsavoury and dangerous, particularly to health
The additional housing at Post Mill will discharge foul water to the sewer which will increase
the incidence of sewage egress in Low Road and compound the offsite flooding contrary to
the NPPF
Currently there is no solution to the problem. However, AW continues to investigate and
should a solution be found and the currently agreed housing within the Neighbourhood
Development Plan not be delivered then the Post Mill development can be reassessed when
the Neighbourhood Development Plan is reviewed in 2024
The Post Mill development runs contrary to the made NDP for a range of reasons and in
particular does not accord with the policy objectives of FRES 11
The situation described is current. A further 53 homes are approved but not yet built
More houses mean more sewage into a system with limited functional capacity which will
result in more overflow

Dr John Castro
FRCS (Ed and Eng.), M.S, Ph.D

Chair of SAFE

7.08 21.
References quoted in this paper are available if required.

